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Abstract: Green effort and environmental responsiveness towards society go a long way for business sustenance. Studies shows that going green has helped organizations manage risks more effectively, enter new markets, improve their product quality, enhance the processes, use resources more efficiently with the help of stimulating innovation to adopt green management practices at the workplace. Environmental strategy and green efforts are influenced by the degree of company’s commitment towards sustainability. Sustainability comprises three pillars of social, environmental, and economic aspects. Petrochemical industry has a great interrelated complex impact on social and economic development of societies and adverse impact on almost all environmental aspects and resource depletion in many countries, which make sustainability a crucial issue for petrochemical industries. This paper offers an analysis of sustainability strategy of petrochemical industry relate to green practice which include 8 research articles published consist of the country initiatives to implement green practices strategy toward sustainability between 2014 to 2018. In conclusion, sustainability considerations had started to been taken into account in petrochemical industry, due to scarcity of natural resources and importance of this industry in development in one hand and environmental damage caused by this industry on the other hand.

Index Terms: Green Practice, Firm Sustainability Strategy, Petrochemical.

I. INTRODUCTION

The upstream chemical industry is the most important in the value chain as it provides all the synthetic materials needed for further processing [1] and it has been known that the upstream chemical industry is the petrochemical industry. The petrochemical industry goal for a development strategy is sustainability or sustainable development. Moreover, environmental strategy and green efforts are influenced by the degree of company’s commitment towards sustainability [2].

Sustainable practices of the companies and supply chains are relevant and should be aligned with triple bottom dimensions. Sustainability always be the focus of business because many companies worldwide have used it to generate top line growth while simultaneously cutting costs to achieve meaningful bottom-line returns, means that sustainability is not only about environmental benefits, but it’s also about profitability [3]. Green management practice which is becoming the new norm and an organization of today cannot succeed in the present competitive environment if it does not follow the current green management practices effectively and efficiently [4]. Besides improving the public image of the organization, going greener help improve the relationship of the organization with its stakeholders like customers, suppliers, government agencies, and the media. With increase in concern about global issues, many organizations are trying to reduce their impact on the environment. Green initiatives can also reduce costs. The reduced costs depend on the size of the organization and the steps taken to reduce energy consumption.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A Chemical and petrochemical manufactures are the second largest energy consuming manufacturing sector in the world and accounts for almost 5% of global GHG emissions. It includes direct (on-site) CO₂ emissions from fossil fuel combustion, indirect emissions from electricity consumed during production and release of non CO₂ gases from various industrial processes [5]. As the world becomes increasingly concerned about climate change and begins shifting consumption to more renewable resources, petrochemical manufacturers will either be seen as contributors to a growing problem or leaders in mitigating a global environmental crisis.

As the consumers are getting more and more concerned about the environment, they perceive organization adopting green management practices better as compared to organization that are causing harm to the environment, thereby improving the public image of the organization [4]. Hence, green practices adopted in the organization will improve public image, increases profit in the organization, better employee retention rate and stimulates innovation. In addition, she also declared that going green has helped organizations manage risks more effectively, enter new markets, improve their product quality, enhance the processes, use resources more efficiently with the help of stimulating innovation to adopt green management practices at the workplace.

The economic, social and environmental dimensions are directly related to sustainable development in organizations and are described in [6]: the economic point of view of sustainability provides that the role of business in society is to be economically viable, i.e. to return to in-vestment by means of private capital. In social terms, the company must provide the best working conditions, taking into account cultural differences and providing opportunity to the disabled in general and the participation on of its local to socio-cultural activities.
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From an environmental point of view, the organization should seek eco-efficiency of its production processes, adopt cleaner production, development an organizational environmental culture and adopt an environmentally responsible attitude. Prior study on sustainability dimension found that two dimension of sustainability could set company positioning in terms of environmental sustainability among its competitors and provides strategic guidelines [7]. The sustainability progress dimension assesses the stage of the corporate social responsibility on environmental culture in an organization. On the other hand, the environmental sustainability dimension indicates firm involvement in corporate social responsibility with environmental practices.

III. DATA COLLECTION

This study is an analysis of various literatures about green practice and firm sustainability strategy within Petrochemical Industry, including: Emerald, Springer, Science Direct, Elsevier, and others. The search engines like Google Scholar and Scopus were also used to make sure coverage of publications in other databases. Through systematic literature review, focus on petrochemical only, this study identified 8 latest articles published within last four years between 2014 to 2018.

Combination of keywords were used related to petrochemical green supply chain management practices, the keywords used were; petrochemical, green purchasing, eco design, green supply chain management, supply chain), and for performance outcomes the keywords used were; performance, outcome and benefit. The search resulted in 8 petrochemical sustainability articles published between 2014 and first quarter of 2018. The full text of the articles was studied carefully, and selected for review.

IV. GREEN PRACTICE IN PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY

Green practice at Tianjin Petrochemical in China was based on their three-year Action Plan, with the objectives were: to achieve the goal of becoming the first batch of green enterprises of the petrochemical industry within the year; to create a first-class green enterprise in the domestic petrochemical industry in 2019; to become a benchmark for environmental culture and adopt an environmentally responsible attitude. Prior study on sustainability dimension found that two dimension of sustainability could set company positioning in terms of environmental sustainability among its competitors and provides strategic guidelines [7]. The sustainability progress dimension assesses the stage of the corporate social responsibility on environmental culture in an organization. On the other hand, the environmental sustainability dimension indicates firm involvement in corporate social responsibility with environmental practices.

From an environmental point of view, the organization should seek eco-efficiency of its production processes, adopt cleaner production, development an organizational environmental culture and adopt an environmentally responsible attitude. Prior study on sustainability dimension found that two dimension of sustainability could set company positioning in terms of environmental sustainability among its competitors and provides strategic guidelines [7]. The sustainability progress dimension assesses the stage of the corporate social responsibility on environmental culture in an organization. On the other hand, the environmental sustainability dimension indicates firm involvement in corporate social responsibility with environmental practices.

On the other hand, green practice toward firm sustainability in Farabi petrochemical in Saudi Arabia is considered as a core value at Farabi Petrochemical Company business culture [9]. Farabi petrochemical company business integrates the green supply chain management into the work environment through designing robust work processes that prevent harm to onsite working people, community and environment, by highly trained and developed talents. Moreover, petrochemical in Saudi Arabian goal in 2023 focuses on 3 strategies: operational strategy, health and safety of people and Social Commitments [9]. Under Operational strategy we have set priorities for some key indicators including CO2-equivalent emission intensity reduction.

Latest study on other country such as India indicated that petrochemical industry sector contains large scale companies where technologies were imported from foreign [10]. Therefore, India needs a legal autonomous institution to regulate this sector through effective regulation due to natural resources are wealth for a country, particularly when such resources are scarce in quantity.

Iran’s petrochemical industry has proposed a new model for technology strategy formulation as the result of an integrated and systematic hybrid of existing models presented in literature of technology strategy. This method is the most appropriate one because it decreases dependence on natural resources and it uses biological wastewater treatments [11].

The key driver for green practice and firm sustainability strategy initiatives is summarized at Table 1.

V. DISCUSSION

The green industry concept is in line with the effort of driving the organizations to focus on driving excellence through all areas of the organization from supply chain to operations, to channel management to sales and marketing, R&D and finance, toward firm sustainability.

On the other hand, green practice toward firm sustainability in Farabi petrochemical in Saudi Arabia is considered as a core value at Farabi Petrochemical Company business culture [9]. Farabi petrochemical company business integrates the green supply chain management into the work environment through designing robust work processes that prevent harm to onsite working people, community and environment, by highly trained and developed talents. Moreover, petrochemical in Saudi Arabian goal in 2023 focuses on 3 strategies: operational strategy, health and safety of people and Social Commitments [9]. Under Operational strategy we have set priorities for some key indicators including CO2-equivalent emission intensity reduction.

Whilst Indian Petrochemical industry needs the green approach and development supported by environmental strategies, and provides directions to companies in terms of strategies to invest in order to be competitive in global market [2].

Several Gulf petrochemical manufacturers have already begun sustainability-driven cost-reduction initiatives which could be classified into the following four categories: Improve internal manufacturing process to optimize yields; reduce waste from the process of direct and indirect inputs; Increase energy efficiency and Improve supply chain efficiency [18].
VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, sustainability considerations should be taken into account in petrochemical industry, considering scarcity of natural resources and importance of this industry in development in one hand and environmental damage caused by this industry on the other hand.

Sustainability can also be a vehicle to build brand loyalty. Petrochemical-based products often bear the brunt of public criticism regarding environmental and biological impacts [18].
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